The Three TRUTHS... or...
what you should KNOW About the Steel Strike...

- More Steel Produced with Less Manpower
- Steel Prices Soar as Production Costs Drop
- Increased Profits Causes Inflation

Ever Increasing Profits

A steel-wide membership drive is underway to organize the "unorganized" in O.E. to get off the ground last Monday as IUE members everywhere proudly wore their union buttons in a show of solidarity.

"Labor, in unity, stands strong... and strength is the only thing that O.E. understands when it comes to collective bargaining.

The purpose for the drive is to fortify our ranks by organizing the unorganized and thus better strengthen our ranks for the coming negotiations in 1960. Free observations being made on current contract negotiations will be unionized with the O.E. Co. officials; attitudes, we shall rebuild the strength and support we can muster in order to make some economic progress for all General Electric workers in October 1960.

IUE Local 301 has always enjoyed a high percentage of union members in our Westinghouse Building Unit. As of August, 928 of the 1,128 employees were members of the Union. This leaves approximately 200 nonmembers, 100 of whom have resigned from the IUE and who are subject to all labor laws within the period before they can rejoin the Union.

Let's all get behind this Membership Drive and make Local 301 a 100% UNION MEMBERSHIP local among the eligible GE employees.

"LAW OR CHANCE?"
31 South 5th Street, Dept. 614-700 P.M.

"Law or chance?" will be the subject of the next meeting of the IUE Local 301 members. The meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 16, at the Local Union Hall, 31 South 5th Street.